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After a long time, Zhang Wenzhuo took back some thoughts, opened his mouth,
and seemed a little hesitant.

After a while, he still said, “I don’t know if luck has come recently. Omi, have you
heard of begging for a child with money?”

“Huh?” Omi blinked his eyes, as if thinking of something, the strange expression
on his face became more intense.

Zhang Wenzhuo looked around again, and then said, “I received a message from a
rich and beautiful woman asking for a child this morning.”

“That beauty, her figure and face are all perfect! As long as she has a child, she
can get 10 million world coins.”

“I bought a new game helmet when I started school. Two days ago, I gave Omi
1,000 World Coins a thousand years ago. Now I’m short of money… But, wouldn’t
it be bad if it became a reproductive tool?”

When Zhang Wenzhuo said this, he couldn’t help but twitch.

It looked like he was struggling back and forth in 10 million world coins and
reproductive tools.

Omi almost didn’t laugh when he looked at him thinking seriously.
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He thought to himself: Sure enough, everything is passed down by origin, but
why do these liars always find someone to slap their wool? Can’t you change
someone?

Omi patted Zhang Wenzhuo on the shoulder and said earnestly, “It’s up to you to
weigh this.”

After a pause, he added: “If you encounter any trouble in the future, you can call
me, maybe I can help you.”

Zhang Wenzhuo said seriously: “We are classmates and roommates! When I
become a powerful person with special abilities, or a rich man, I will also help
you!”

…………
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After the news of the joint entrance examination of the three schools spread, the
whole Jiangbei became lively.

You can hear the discussion about the three-school joint entrance examination
everywhere, and you can see advertisements and promotional videos about the
three-school joint entrance examination…

Everyone is looking forward to the wonderful performance of the three schools.

For this reason, many people came here from other places.

For a time, Jiangbei vaguely became one of the most popular tourist cities.

…………

For these, Omi didn’t care at all.

Jiangbei University lifted the school leave order.

Therefore, Omi did not continue to sleep in the dormitory.

Instead, we came to the deluxe presidential suite of the Emperor Hotel.

Because, when living in the school dormitory, it was easy for Omi to think of what
happened a thousand years ago.

It’s a pity, now that things are different from people, it is better to choose a quiet
and comfortable place to live.

Omi stood in front of the panoramic floor-to-ceiling window and asked, “Xiao Bai,
haven’t you found my parents, sister, Hu Tian and Han Tian?”

Xiaobai apologized: “I’m sorry, master… A thousand years ago, they seemed to
disappear out of thin air, without a trace at all.”

“The only thing that is certain is that in the end, Xia Xue and Xia Bing should have
met them.”

Omi nodded clearly and looked into the distance, as if he could see the outline of
the entire world.

…………

Three days passed in a flash.

After Omi had breakfast, he strolled to Jiangbei University.



When I came to the corner of the classroom, I happened to see Zhang Wenzhuo
with some circles around his eyes, and couldn’t help but ask, “Your mental state
doesn’t seem to be very good?”

Seeing that it was Omi, Zhang Wenzhuo cheered up a bit.

Then, he looked around and said in a low voice, “Omi, do you remember the one
who texted me a thousand years ago, Omi a thousand years ago?”

Omi nodded.

Zhang Wenzhuo said: “He is fake!”

Omi’s expression didn’t change at all.

Because, he is the Omi that the other party said a thousand years ago, and that
Omi is naturally fake.

Zhang Wenzhuo continued: “The person who paid a lot of money to ask for a child
is the real one.”

When Omi heard this, a strange color finally appeared on his calm face.

Begging for a child?

real?

“So, your current dark circles are…”

Zhang Wenzhuo hurriedly said, “I didn’t go to see her the day before yesterday!”

Omi suddenly said, “I know.”

“Well, that… the teacher is coming soon, let’s go back to the classroom first.”
Zhang Wenzhuo walked quickly towards the classroom as if afraid of being seen.

Omi couldn’t help but want to laugh when he saw how his legs softened as he
walked.

Since the class has not yet started, there is some chaos in the classroom, and
there are constant discussions.

“This time the three-school joint entrance examination, you must perform well!”

“Of course! Chief Hu Yixiao will preside over it himself! If he likes him, maybe he
can become a high-ranking official in the future!”

“A high official! My dream in this life is to be an official!”



“It’s more than that! I heard that the reason why the joint entrance examination
was suddenly held in Jiangbei was because the executives thought that Omi from
a thousand years ago was in Jiangbei!

Even, he might even watch the game! If Omi took a fancy to him a thousand years
ago, it would be possible to become an immortal and become a god! “

“Fortunately, we have all become special abilities!”

“Be sure to perform well!”

…………

After Omi heard this, he was slightly stunned.

Co-author, does this three-school joint entrance examination have its own
reasons?

Of course, he didn’t take it to heart.

At this time, Xia Xue was already sitting in his seat.

Today’s Xia Xue is more heroic than usual.

Omi knew the reason.

In the past three days, many people have carried out emergency training for the
three-school joint entrance examination.

Xia Xue is also one of them.

However, the moment Xia Xue saw Omi, her heroic spirit completely
disappeared.

Instead, there was a touch of shyness.

Omi smiled and said, “Xia Xue, good morning.”

“Morning… good morning.” Xia Xue stammered.

“Jingle Bell!”

At this time, a crisp class bell rang throughout Jiangbei University.

After a while, Qin Chuan, who was wearing a white shirt, strode to the podium.

He glanced at his classmates and said, “There are 99,011 people in the
three-school joint entrance examination, and they are divided into 99 groups,



each with nearly 1,000 people! Now, the list of each group in our class will be
announced!”

When the words fell, Qin Chuan waved his hand, and a 3D projection appeared in
front of him.

“I’m in group 51!”

“I’m in group 3!”

“I’m in group 8!”
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…………

Soon ~ ~ there were bursts of loud noises in the class.

Many people in the class were divided into different groups.

Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang were relatively few people in the same group,
group 7.

Qin Chuan pressed his hands to signal everyone to be quiet, and then he said, “I
have sent the location of each group’s competition to everyone’s communication
number. After checking, you can go to the competition venue by yourself.”

All the students took out the foldable monitor for a quick look, and then walked
outside one after another.

Li Dongqiang touched his nose and said with a laugh, “Last time, the three of us
watched the night together. I didn’t expect the three of us to compete in the
same group this time. It’s really fate!”

fate?

Xia Xue didn’t know why when she heard the words, she couldn’t help but
glanced at Omi quietly, a blush immediately appeared on her really pretty face.
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Although the area of   Jiangbei University today has more than tripled
compared to that of a thousand years ago, reaching nearly 7 million square
meters.

However, it is still a bit crowded today.
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Look up and you can see a lot of people everywhere.

Among them, there are naturally three joint entrance examination students from
Jiangbei University, ASEAN University and Ximeng University.

In addition, there are many spectators who specially came to watch the joint
entrance examination.

Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang walked and chatted.

It didn’t take long for them to arrive at the Peking University Square.

Here… it is their 7th group playing area.

All the referees either closed their eyes and meditated, or whispered, or
observed carefully… All of them were inspired to achieve excellent results in this
joint entrance examination.

So even if there are hundreds of people at the scene.

However, I still can’t feel any liveliness, on the contrary, it is very dull.

At this moment, a round-faced man walked over and said with a smile, “Are you Li
Dongqiang, Xia Xue and Omi from Jiangbei University?”

Li Dongqiang asked suspiciously, “You know us?”

The round-faced man pushed the black-rimmed glasses on the bridge of his nose
and said, “To be exact, I know you, or I know everyone in the three major schools!
Because I store the information of everyone in the three schools here.”

“I keep forgetting to introduce myself, I am Tian Zhiwu from ASEAN University.”

Li Dongqiang heard the words, his eyes moved slightly, and said, “Do you really
have everyone’s information?”

After all, in this joint entrance examination of the three major schools, the
competition is about strength.

If you know other people’s information, it will definitely be very beneficial to the
joint entrance examination.

Tian Zhiwudao: “Of course!”

Then, he took out the folding display and clicked for a while.

After a while, a 3D projection appeared in front of him.



This is the basic information of Li Dongqiang.

[Li Dongqiang: Male]

[School: Sophomore student of Jiangbei University]

【Mecha Rating: C】

[Special Ability Level: D]

[Evaluation: More than ordinary people’s endurance, strength, helpfulness,
sunshine…]

Next, is Xia Xue’s basic information.

[Xia Xue: Female]

[School: Sophomore student of Jiangbei University]

【Mecha Rating: C】

[Special Ability Level: D+]

[Evaluation: The special flying ability makes it invincible from the beginning of
the battle…]

Tian Zhiwu and Li Dongqiang couldn’t help but set their eyes on Xia Xue.

D+, and flying ability, which are all very rare among ordinary students.

Finally, Omi’s information appeared on the 3D projection.

【Omi: Male】

[School: Sophomore student of Jiangbei University]

[Mecha Ability: C]

[Special Ability Level: D]

[Evaluation: Balanced strength, stable and sustainable development…]

“How about it? Do you want to check other people’s profiles? One profile only
requires 200 World Coins, isn’t it a good deal? In addition, as long as you purchase
three or more profiles, you will be given a list of all the contestants in Group 7.
“Tian Zhiwu laughed.



Omi’s mouth moved slightly.

It seems that the people from a thousand years later are not all simple-minded
people like Zhang Wenzhuo.

Li Dongqiang thought for a while and said, “Then give me the information of the
7 groups of the strongest three people in overall strength. Remember, except for
the three of us.”

Tian Zhiwu said happily: “Good Le!”

Then, the information of three people appeared in front of him.

[Song Kai: Male]

【School: Junior Student of Seimeng University】

[Mecha Ability: B]

[Special Ability Level: D+]

[Evaluation: The mecha ability far surpasses its peers, making it invincible…]

…

【Qin Zifeng: Male】

[School: Senior student of Jiangbei University]

[Mecha Capability: C+]

[Special Ability Level: C]

[Evaluation: Mecha and special ability levels, all belong to the leaders of their
peers…]

…

【Thunder Tiger: Male】

【School: Junior students of ASEAN University】

[Mecha Ability: C-]

[Special Ability Level: B]



[Evaluation: Break through all methods with strength, a rare genius…]

…

Li Dongqiang was surprised: “Leihu special ability B+!?”

Among other students who don’t even have a B, B+ is really too bright.
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Tian Zhiwu said: “Yes! He is the first genius of our ASEAN University! Remind me,
his father is Lei Sen!”

“The owner of the Thunder Fist Gym?” Li Dongqiang said with wide eyes.

“That’s right!” Tian Zhiwu said.

“Hey!” Li Dongqiang couldn’t help taking a deep breath.

This is really amazing.

Rayson was already very famous.

Not long ago, his appearance on the strength list made his fame reach its peak.

I… actually want to compete with his son on the same stage!

“Tap Tap!”
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Behind him, a low voice sounded.

“Don’t you have eyes?” A man with long bangs squinted at Tian Zhiwu.

When the words fell, he raised his sturdy arm and was about to push Tian Zhiwu
aside.

The corner of Tian Zhiwu’s eyes seemed to notice this, and his body slanted
slightly.

Unfortunately, it is still a step behind.

“boom!”

A huge force struck, directly overturning Tian Zhiwu to the ground.
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Tian Zhiwu said angrily, “What are you doing?!”

However, when he saw the appearance of the man with long bangs, he was
slightly startled.

That appearance, as if seeing a flood and a beast, couldn’t help but take a half
step back.

The man with long bangs frowned and said, “Why, do you have an opinion?”

Before Tian Zhiwu could reply, Li Dongqiang took the first step forward and said,
“Why do you push people? Now apologize to me!”

The man with long bangs said, “Are you going to give him a head start?”

Li Dongqiang said directly: “Apologize!”

“Humph!”

The man with long bangs snorted lightly, raised his hand and pushed Li
Dongqiang again.

Li Dongqiang had already seen the opponent’s hand, and knew that his power
was far beyond ordinary people, and he was invincible.

So, quickly flashed to the side.

However, even though he avoided the arm of the man with long bangs, he still
endured an invisible force.

“boom!”

Like a kite with a broken string, Li Dongqiang turned somersaults in the air, and
then slowly stabilized his body.

Tian Zhiwu hurried up and asked with concern, “Are you alright?”

After all, Li Dongqiang also made his own way. UU reading www. .com

Then, he said: “He is a student of ASEAN University, Zhao Ting, his ability is a very
special air control, his level has reached C-! His temper is very hot, we should not
mess with him.”

Li Dongqiang was slightly startled.

C-‘s ability, and it can also control the air!

Although this man named Zhao Ting is domineering, his strength is really strong!



Li Dongqiang’s eyes changed for a while, as if he was hesitating and weighing
something.

Xia Xue next to him said angrily to Zhao Ting: “You suddenly knocked people
flying, is there any reason? Hurry up and apologize!”

Omi didn’t say a word, just took a half step forward, vaguely protecting Xia Xue
behind him.

In fact, with his strength, even if he is thousands of kilometers away from Xia Xue,
it is impossible for Xia Xue to hurt a single hair.

Really, caring is messy.
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The noisy sounds of Li Dongqiang, Zhao Ting and others attracted the attention
of many people around.

They all looked this way.

However, no one stepped in to stop it.

Instead, they all showed a good-looking expression.

Zhao Ting’s cold eyes swept across Omi, Xia Xue, Li Dongqiang, and Tian Zhiwu,
just about to speak…

At this time, a loud voice suddenly sounded at the scene.

“Members of the seventh group of the three-school joint entrance examination,
come and gather!”

When everyone heard the words, they all looked in the direction of the voice.

There stood a middle-aged man with thick eyebrows and big eyes, with a stern
aura all over his body.

When many people saw him, surprises appeared on their faces, and they made a
sound of discussion.

“This eyebrow is Captain Li Ke!”

“Oh my God, our invigilator turned out to be Captain Li Ke!”

“He is an S-level special ability, and, in the S-level, he is also the top!”



“Later, you must perform well. If Captain Li Ke takes a fancy to it, it will be a very
good thing!”

“Sure enough, this three-school joint entrance examination is very important!”

…

While talking, everyone accelerated their pace and leaned towards Li Ke.

Zhao Ting glanced at Omi, Xia Xue, Li Dongqiang and Tian Zhiwu again, and said
sharply, “See you on the field!”

Tian Zhiwu looked at his retreating back, heaved a sigh of relief, and said,
“Fortunately, he’s gone…”

Then, he said to Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang, “Zhao Ting has this kind of
personality. In fact, I just got out of the way just now, but thank you all.”

Li Dongqiang said: “I was also pushed, you say thank you a few times, isn’t it too
much?”

“Huh?” Li Dongqiang was stunned for a while, and then he said, “Thank
you…Thank you.”

Li Dongqiang pouted and said in his heart, “There is only one thank you coin.”

Omi, Xia Xue, Li Dongqiang and Tian Zhiwu followed the crowd to Li Ke’s place.

Li Ke glanced at the bustling students and said loudly: “I think, your teacher has
already talked about the content of the competition, mecha and arena!”

“Mecha, a unified standard mecha provided by the World Alliance.”

“The rules are simple, fight!”

“The mecha assessment time is 2 hours. All mechas have an energy core. Breaking
an energy core will get 1 point. Those who leave the test area will fail.”

“If there is no doubt, everyone will collect the mecha and enter the 7th group
building to take the test.”

While speaking, Li Ke pointed to the mecha and the tall building next to him.

Some students of Jiangbei University couldn’t help but whispered.

“I said why the school suddenly built a lot of new buildings, it turned out to be
used for competitions.”



“There is a thick foam body downstairs, but I don’t worry about falling down and
getting injured.”

“Go, get into the mecha quickly.”
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At this time, Omi, Xia Xue, Li Dongqiang and Tian Zhiwu all found their mechas.

All the mechas are uniform red, with their respective numbers written on the left
arm, and there is a conspicuous energy core under the neck.

Omi manipulated the mecha at random and compared them secretly.

The operation and performance of this mecha are similar to those of the school,
and it is barely smooth.

Thousands of red mechas walked towards the high-rise buildings in batches,
forming a scene of a future battlefield.

After everyone entered the building with the mecha, they first observed the
environment for a while, and kept distance from the surrounding people.

Because now everyone is the enemy.

Anyone can suddenly attack themselves.

“drop!”
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“Assessment begins!”

At this moment, a loud voice sounded from the high-rise building.

At the same time, a counting projection of time and people appeared in the air.

Time: 119:59

Number of people: 1000

“boom!”

Almost as soon as the sound fell, there was a continuous loud noise in the
high-rise building.
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The whole building shook for a while.

Time: 119:30

Number of people: 990

In 30 seconds, the energy cores of 10 people were directly shattered!

Chaos, so far.

“boom!”

“boom!”

Suddenly, the whole high-rise building continued to make loud noises, smoke and
dust filled the air, and gravel flew.

The towering tall buildings seem to collapse at any time.

Omi, who was standing in the mecha, did not pay attention to the surrounding
battle, nor did he take the initiative to attack others.

Because, in his eyes, these fights were like child fights, which made him
completely uninterested.

He came directly to a mecha near the corner.

When the mecha saw someone coming, it immediately became vigilant.

Omi said, “It’s me!”

The standard mecha is the initial data and is not connected to other equipment.

Generally speaking, this can only be communicated unless both parties agree.

Omi’s voice appeared directly in Xia Xue’s mind.

Xia Xue looked at Omi’s left shoulder controlling the mecha, and soon saw his
serial number, and couldn’t help but sigh in relief.

At this time, she received a communication request.

“Omi, have you seen Li Dongqiang?”

After all, Li Dongqiang is a classmate.

There are more people and more strength, and it is always safer to be together.



Omi said, “Li Dongqiang is in the east.”

Then, the two drove the mecha together and headed east.

At this time, Li Dongqiang was holding his long sword high and slashing at the
energy core of the mecha in front of him, and the mecha immediately lost its
ability to move.

Li Dongqiang couldn’t help but tick the corner of his mouth, he scored!

The next moment, his heart was full of urgency, and he hurriedly turned around
and ran away.

Because, he suddenly saw two mechas rushing towards him.

Li Dongqiang also feels that he has good strength.

However, he just spent his stamina to defeat a mecha, and immediately faced
two mechas, he would definitely be overwhelmed.

At this moment, Omi’s voice floated into his mind.

“It’s me and Xia Xue.”

Li Dongqiang’s footsteps were slightly stagnant.

Then, he received a communication request.

Li Dongqiang said happily: “It’s really you!”

Alone, it is easy to be attacked.

However, when the three of them form a group, few people dare to provoke
them at will.

Xia Xue looked up and counted.

Time: 99:51

Number of people: 910

“There are only 99 minutes left.” Xia Xue said.

Omi knew that Xia Xue also cared more about this competition.

Otherwise, during the three-day vacation, she would not have specially trained.

So, Omi said, “It’s almost time for us to earn points.”



After the words fell, Omi controlled the mecha and stepped out, instantly
blocking a mecha, and slapped it with a palm.

“boom!”

Energy Hearts Shatter, Score!

Li Dongqiang smiled and said, “Good job, look at me!”

Then, he also stopped someone.

However, Li Dongqiang was not as quick as Omi.

It even nearly overturned the car.

Thanks to Omi’s timely help, Li Dongqiang was able to shatter the opponent’s
energy heart.

At this time, Xia Xue also stopped a mecha.

Omi and Li Dongqiang, who had started empty-handed, turned around to help.

The end is, of course, self-evident.

Xia Xue quickly scored 1 point.

The three of them cooperated, especially, Omi, who ranked first in strength,
naturally kills gods when encountering gods, and kills Buddhas when
encountering Buddhas!

The scores of Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang kept rising.

…

In front of Group 7 buildings.

There is a huge 3D projection in front of Li Ke, which presents all the battle
scenes in the whole high-rise building.

From time to time, the audience in the distance let out a burst of admiration.

“As expected of the students of the three major schools, since the mecha has
been operated to such an extent!”

“so amazing!”

“I can only barely operate the mech to run.”



“fantastic!”

…

Li Ke’s stern eyes kept sweeping through battles, and silently made analysis.

When I saw a small group of three mechas, my eyes couldn’t help but stay for a
few seconds.

…

Time: 23:33

Number of people: 589

over time.

Gradually, some people discovered the great benefits of small groups.

Therefore, they are interested in finding people who are familiar with each other,
who are in the same grade, or who are in the same school to form groups.

Not long after, there were dozens of people, even large groups of 20 or 30
people.

When one by one was resolved, some large groups set their sights on other small
groups.

“Tap Tap!”

In the distance, there was a sudden sound of violent footsteps.

A large group of 18 people rushed towards Omi, Xia Xue and Li Dongqiang.

It looked like a group of hungry wolves and saw three fat sheep.

Among them, the mecha running at the front turned on the external audio, and
said: “I found you!”

He… it was Zhao Ting who had previously clashed with Li Dongqiang and others.

Li Dongqiang frowned when he heard this voice.

Li Dongqiang wanted to trouble Zhao Ting before, but he happened to meet the
invigilator who arrived at the scene.

Now, it’s hard to come across.



However, the other party is in a group of 18 people.

Li Dongqiang whispered: “What should we do now?”

Omi smiled and said, “Someone has sent points again. Wouldn’t it be better to
just receive them?”

When the words fell, he stepped out and charged forward.
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Totally fearless!

Perhaps it was Omi’s behavior that touched Li Dongqiang.

He followed: “Okay!”

Xia Xue did not speak, she followed closely behind Omi.

So, a very strange scene appeared on the scene.

Three solitary mechas that looked like little sheep charged straight up against
the 18 mechas that looked like hungry wolves.

I saw that Omi, who was controlling the mecha, suddenly changed his figure and
slashed down.

“boom!”

A mecha’s energy core shattered in response.
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Then, Omi punched the back of the other mecha, causing it to stumble and fall
towards Li Dongqiang.

Li Dongqiang seized the opportunity and fired a shot.

“boom!”

Score!

Omi kicked and knocked the mecha beside him to the ground.

Xia Xue hurriedly chopped off with a knife.
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“boom!”

Score!

…

In front of Group 7 buildings.

Li Ke once again set his sights on the small group of three mechas.

He murmured in his heart, “These three people…”

He raised his hand and tapped, and the information of the three people jumped
out in front of him immediately.

“Xia Xue, Li Dongqiang, Omi?”

“Omi? This is the same name as the hero a thousand years ago.”

Then, Li Ke sighed slightly and said, “Is that hero watching this game too?”

…

How does he know that the hero is not just watching.

Moreover, he was directly involved in it.

…

Even though Omi didn’t use his own power, he just operated the mecha like an
ordinary student.

However, it is still not comparable to ordinary people.

After a while, Zhao Ting was the only one left standing in the group of 18 people
Zhao Ting was in.

He glanced around at Omi, Xia Xue and Li Dongqiang.

Finally, shouted: “Death!”

He tried his best to rush towards Omi.

In his opinion, Omi has been actively attacking, and he must be exhausted.

Unfortunately, Zhao Ting is destined to be disappointed.



Omi swayed and smashed Zhao Ting to the ground.

“Li Dongqiang, I’ll leave it to you.”

“Thank you!” Li Dongqiang said.

He slashed at Zhao Ting’s energy heart.

“boom!”

This 3-player versus 18-player battle is a complete victory!

The next time was more and more intense.

Everyone wants to get a little more points in the last time.

One by one large groups, fighting broke out one after another, which was
extremely tragic.

However, the small group of three consisting of Omi, Xia Xue and Li Dongqiang
was not attacked at all.

Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang weren’t attacked, and they didn’t bother to ask
anyone for trouble.

As a result, a strange picture appeared in Group 7 buildings.

Multiple large groups hit the ground and Mars shot in all directions.

But there were three solitary mechas, standing aside like spectators.

“drop!”

At this time, a loud voice sounded in the 7th group building.

“The game is over! Everyone stop fighting immediately and get out of the
building!”

This sentence falls.

There are those who are relieved, those who sigh, those who are helpless, and
those who are excited…with different expressions.

Then, everyone controlled the somewhat damaged mecha and returned to the
square.

Li Ke glanced at the crowd with a pair of sharp eyes.



When he saw Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang, he couldn’t help but stop for a few
seconds.

After a while, he said, “The first mecha game is over!”

“Now, announce the score!”

Suddenly, a clear 3D projection appeared in the air.

Omi: 39 points

Xia Xue: 33 points

Li Dongqiang: 31 points

Joe Soul: 26 points

Zhu Chaoqun: 19 points

…

The top three were taken by Omi, Xia Xue, and Li Dongqiang.

Among them, Omi scored the highest.

In fact, Omi was not interested in how many points he scored or whether he was
the first.

Most of the time, he beat the enemy to half-crippled, so that Xia Xue and Li
Dongqiang made up for it.

Xia Xue and Li Dongqiang also knew that in the small group of three, Omi had the
most credit.

Therefore, there were several times when the enemy who was making up the
knife was kicked back in front of Omi.

This led to Omi getting the highest score.

…

Li Kedao: “This is the end of the morning test, and the ring match will be held at 2
pm!”

After speaking, he didn’t stop at all, turned around and walked straight into the
distance.



As soon as he left, there was a loud discussion at the scene. UU reading
www. .com

“Mecha warfare turned out to be like this. If I knew it earlier, I would organize a
group when I went in.”

“The standard mecha is too difficult to control. It would be nice if I used my own
mecha.”

“I actually got 0 points.”

“Hey!”

…

The round-faced Tian Zhiwu squeezed over from the crowd and said, “Omi, Xia
Xue, and Li Dongqiang, your mechas are too powerful, right?”

“Especially Omi, your mecha technology is too much higher than the data, I’m
afraid it’s already a B+! If I knew it, I would go in and stay with you directly,
otherwise, I wouldn’t just stay in the building for two minutes. was eliminated.”

Having said this, Tian Zhiwu’s whole face was wrinkled into a ball, extremely
regretful.
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